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Letter From The Editor

Readers of OPUS,
Thank you, first of all, for picking up a copy of this, our sixth issue of OPUS. The process is always difficult; collecting a ~reat deal of submissions and then having to select a small
percentage to publish, and finalfy eCiiting and laying out the issue itself.
If you are among those who have submitted, thank you. Regardless of if you have been
selected for publication in this issue, you have contributed a great oeal to the fonvard push of
creative exRression, and your belief in the power of the worcr is integral if society-at-large is to
be expected. to continue paying attention to artists and their messages.
Finally, I want to pay homage to chaos. Without it, we as artists would surely be lost. If
you follow tliese unpredictable winds, thank you.
Keep Moving,
james Merenda
Editor-in-Chief

Thank You
Dr. Tom Greenfield, for being a supportive and knowledgeable advisor.
AAC, for the financial support needed to publish 0 PUS.
The English Department for its continued support.
Michele Feeley, for keeping the English Department functional.
The Department of College Union & Activities for their donation to English Club
Our members, who have spent literally dozens of hours reading and rating hundreds of submissions.
Juna's Cafe in Ithaca, NY, though recently closed, for hosting and supporting their monthly
poetry slam.
The Albright-Knox Art Gallery in Buffalo, NY for hosting the Nickel City Slam.
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Words
Nora Curry

When I turned my head I don't know I just know I must have or
so many things could not have
changed
I'm a writer so I know better than to just use the word
Goodbye
You're a filmmaker so can't you take hold of this scene and
angle the light so that it hits my face in a certain way so that the
shadows of my eyelashes trace along my cheek in long streaks that
hide my tears
If this is your scene can you
move the actors a little closer together
I don't know whose
choice it was to have them stand so far
apart but it's not working
Truth is if he wanted to and only
really wanted to
put his hand out to touch hers
he wouldn't be able to reach
One of us has to choose the final word in the
script and I just can't try anymore, no sense in wanting to make that beautiful;
it already is
In a rush of cliches I can tremble not
speak
I close my eyes with a fluttering of
lashes and open them with a new look
There are too many words in the language we speak and all the ones we
don't; I want you to reach out your hand and pull one of them into this
final moment
So now it falls on you, pan your camera across, make sure you include
my hand on the door and then right before (exit)
speak your last line but
I'm already leaving so don't use the word
love
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While walbing down 8th
Meghan Pipe

All at once, I understand why grown men walk around New York with stereos
like Atlas's globe because for all of our insistence on creating personal
bubbles, on wearing sunglasses and earphones and becoming silent vessels
of our thoughts and fears,
Isn't all we ever want just to be heard?

Lana Mullen
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The Color of Our Flesh
for Valerie Mason-John
Patrie~

Morgan

Queeny was a tushy
Brit with a brawny
soul untouchable to
corruption. Black
Breasted and groped
by Mrs. Blare: a
button pushed against
sequined lobes. She
sat with eyes in
the world of race,
white-palmed and
backhand as dark
as night and we
got lost in her and
liked it. Her serious
playfulness of screams
and sex toys and white
tongues in black holes,
of new york apartments
and questions of race-words,
touching bodies
and hating blackness
brought us
into her arms
instead
of slitting white throats,
and though feared master-slave thoughts
seek
to push away, her black
arms and black words
enmesh in white flesh
and yellow bodies, in
pale breasts and pink
penises, reaching out to
touch bare bodies of a single
soul forever divided by
sight, to finally embrace
these fleshes of another color
and state: Our bodies
quilt the life eclectic.
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Sensitivity
Kelly Hendricl::?en

All this change,
It is new and unfettered.
It is the crashing of a wave,
The slow shake of the sand on the beach.
Don't you want to know details?
It isn't surgery for the soul.
I opened up from the neck down,
My torso cracked apart like a dead cow.
They want my meat still.
You could take out my heart,
Dissect it.
Tweezers couldn't make it in those cracks;
They would catch up,
Jarred so deep on a break in routine.
They say you only get beautiful
After the biggest of tragedies;
The sorrow in your eyes catches on film,
And those cameras,
They soak up your misery like a dirty rag.
That's the only use for all these trash magazines,
They mop up the blood when you get too obscene.
And now, what can you even be?
Nothing more than a vintage Polaroid
Quaint as the time from which it came
When there was time to shake it out
And lay us down to dry.
Well, that time has passed.
I must preen my ruffled, bejeweled feathers
Sitting on my throne of demands
Perched as stately as a peacock
Humoring you
And your fucking complaints They grate on my skin like dirty nails
And you can't catch your hooks in me for long
Since I distract too easily.
8
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Just like the polaroids,
The sunlight catches on your sin
And all those little points sprinkle over my skin
Like gunshot wounds,
About seventy of them.
I'm open like a watering can
So pour my blood over all your lilies I'm sure they would appreciate my honesty.
Shoot a hole through all of my neat photography.
But not everyone can be like me.
All saintly and frayed at the edges,
Makes me think of your coat;
It's been eaten away by imaginary fangs
And sometimes I wish you had some bite in you
But as I peek around your sides like a little child,
It yields nothing.
All I see around your arms and legs are chains.
God keeps you and your alcoholism with him for eternity.
He breaks you from your soul outwards
And damn if you'll ever know \'Vhat he's going to do.
You aren't an angel and you shouldn't attempt to flatter yourself.
With your head gasping in the clouds
And your feet sinking into hell,
All you can do is scream
For eternity.
You put me in a coma.
I wish for the IV to erase any trace
Of you tearing through my veins.
I want to wake up and feel the blood sluggishly pump,
And hear the rhythm beat a tattoo inside my ears.
I am strung out,
Purple and black and blue,
And it's true;
You can't even revive a soldier.
I'm a (soul)dier of love.
With my nails digging into my wrists,
And my heart in my head,
I think we're starting to think on the same patterns.
So this is what it's like to love rationally.
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This is a spiritual meditation,
An exact question about anticipation,
A series of signals misinterpreted
Then reinstated like a political official.
We are creatures of habitual formality,
Preying on the institutions of nerve endings.
I am most sensitive at the fingertips,
Closing my eyes and feeling my way along
Your neck, spine and the inside of your soul.
I don't have to remind you that I'm still
Watering your lilies,
Feeding you some sort of truth,
Wasting this time among the living,
When I could be passing through.
But for tonight,
My malleable body spells out the truth
In the nest of your cotton sheets,
Praying for midsummer like a martyr.

Lana Mullen
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Home Alone
Jillion Capewell

Kicking off my narrow heels
(the kind that get worn only
on Christmas and Occasions Like These)
I lower myself onto the mattress
where you have pushed down the same
indentation for years.
I don't fitbut only slightly, just like
I almost have your hooked nose,
a hint of your green in my eyes.
Smells like the Saturday mornings
where I would force your eyelids open,
beg for pancakes. I think of television
shows, high school dances, wars in other nations
that have gone on as you slept
next to another body, warm skin
pressing deeper against the box springs:
a silent weight. Today, a deafening void.

Corner Tall?
James Merenda

He said to me
"To be a good poet,
recognize
that you must balance
crippling cynicism
with a dire
attempt to make such futility
beautiful."
I ask him
If he writes.
"No. It's too difficult."
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Sometimes
Nora Curry

Sometimes the drumming of your fingers on the countertop
is like the falling of rain left over from last November
Sometimes you are the shadow of tree branches
imprinted in a dancer's pose along the wall
Sometimes you are the only sound I can make when I
press my fingers to the black and white keys
Always you are the last to fall asleep
the first to begin searching
the first to need
the last to admit
the first to weaken
the last to fall
Sometimes I am the denouement
when I see the sun's rays
releasing tension as tearstains along your cheek
Always you are the last word I can speak
before saying goodbye
Sometimes the steady hand
Sometimes the trembling hand
There is no better way to say this
only a wall to grip when your eyes
do not have to search anymore
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l'arbre
Laura Lonsl:?i

lay down beside me, love
beneath the ashes of this sky
rest your bones upon my bones
I crave here the muddy thud of heartbeat
against the scale of my sides
come the cool
I will stop dressing to impress
strip bare, long limbed
pale and lanky without those layers
to camouflage my me
let the hours pass by
I will remain here
never the same
always the same
find me, new dew, in the morning

Lana Mullen
Opus
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La Mer
Oliver Riley

I remember sitting on the dock with my mother and watching the thousands of moon jellyfish glitter beneath the dark surface.
The ocean of my childhood has grown fetid and sick since last I visited. I have spent
my entire life running from this sea, this house, but now that I finally return, my homecoming
is naught but a lonely seagull atop the mast of a ship run aground. The house sits upon a hill
of rock and dirt overlooking the grey wasteland that is the northeast coast during the winter
months. In the summer it had been a great place for a young boy to learn his world, and I think
that the windowsills of my room are still littered with the dried out husks of the prizes I had
once pulled from the sea. Now my ancestral home is a dying tourist attraction and a sad reminder of the woman who bore and raised four children here only to die alone.
Her skin smelled of the beach when we buried her, and I knew that her last breath had
borne my name. Strangers gathered, the only one who had a good excuse to be there was the
grocer she saw every day. The rest of us were somehow imposters, and we stood in the wind
like so. I wish I felt guilt over her, but all I could feel is the sickening quiet of water lapping at
the sides of my heart. It was a quiet relief, it was terrible aching madness, but I knew that with a
second chance to do things right I still would have run far away from her. She never understood
me, though she always loved me.
I don't know what it was that brought me to her house, to my house. I intended to go
through and try to reclaim the relics that would matter now that she was gone, the pieces of her
life that she left behind, and had meant something once. It was a task none of my siblings would
bear, they all had families and high paying jobs and sunbathed car rides and bubble baths and quiet nights and hopeful days and the smooth skin of lovers and babies to call their own. I had nothing left to be, I had burnt out a long time ago. They all left soon after the wake, not even staying
long enough for the coffee to get cold. My mother knew her grandchildren through Christmas
cards and knew her children through static-laced phone calls that were never long enough. My
mother loved us all even though we didn't know what it was to be loved.
She died while I was driving up. I called her and told her answering machine I was on my
way. They all called me and told me that they were glad that I was the one there first, that I had
always been the one she loved the most. They don't know that she died alone. They never will.
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She was a Poem
PatricR Morgan

She glided grass-green
on the lawn,
skirt butter cupped
in the sun,
pale arms shimmering,
glimmering,
her back to me,
walking away eternally:
Poetry is the glint
in a dying dog's eyes,
the purest marble
of a philosopher,
it is the thing
tucked under pillows,
a shadow cast
by a praying nun,
cast around,
swallowed,
sniffed,
it is the pulse in my neck,
searching for a spout,
a word,
to spittle bloody dreams.

9 Months with Rylee Grace Sarah Parker
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The Fountain
Alex Egan

It was the first time I had felt grass this year.
The afternoon was on my skin,
a time of day you didn't know anymoretrapped in your cage of black skies,
you couldn't remember this sun .
. I looked out at my new world,
close to screaming at its perfection
but all I wanted was you
here.

I wanted you to know this day,
these gardens spread out before me
like green rolling thunderclouds
meeting at the most eloquent city view
I could never have imagined.
I wanted you to know me,
but the way you looked at me after you fucked me
told me I didn't exist.
It was only in the late morning,
that single instant your eyes finally opened
that I was in them.
Now I lay in grass
that reminded me of home,
my eyelids burning with sun and memory
in your old t-shirt,
covered with words I couldn't understand
without your smell now after I washed it,
but there, still
under my skin,
something like fir trees and cigarettes.
The wind was mumbling "Come here"
in that soft way you did,
but it couldn't tell me where I was going.
I found my own way
in a secret orange grove
hiding from the world
in the shade of a worn path.
I wanted to reach in and steal the rich red fruit
spilling from its lush branches
but it was locked to me
like the left side of your chestI couldn't find how to get in.
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It reminded me of the morning
I sat by the window
eating the orange you split with me
after you finished your cigarette.
I sucked the juice from each slice
and couldn't discover what it was you thought about
as you looked through me.
About to surrender
to the fading afternoon,
the sun slipping quickly
out of the sky,
I found a fountain
on a lonely terrazzo,
abandoned by the receding winterIts stone cherubs
with their sad incurable faces,
left useless without water
to spout from their fleshy hands
so early in the season.
A single duck floated in its center
circling around in the dingy water
as if he had lost his way.
And I felt that finally,
I had found minesomewhere unexpected
in those side city streets
I could see now through
the darkening trees.
But I thought of your black eyes
and knew that I was still just like him,
swimming alone.

Opus
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Space
Dana LePage

when i find myself in your company
i become uncertain of the shapes that your body makes
curved on the bed.
your fingers are a mess of slender piano keys
and your curls are so appealing
i have to sit on my hands
although you seem not to notice
that i am fidgeting.
i am too aware of our nearness
when you lean across me
closing the space, if only momentarily.
but you are casually nonchalant
only noticing the song has ended
and the silence is making you uneasy.
i try to fill up the room with words instead
but they meander lazily around
the curve of your lips, brushing the shadow of your cheekbones
and not quite reaching your ears,
they settle in the space between us.

In Bed # 1 Sarah Parker
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Closed Window
Nora Curry

Premature pattering of drops on charcoal makes night old before its time
Moon's haunting glow illuminates puddles collecting at the street corner
Everything we've tried to hide since the first tremble of a hand.
The crash of unsteady waves in two eyes
like the increasing fall of rain, he
stands with a broken beer bottle
the best he can do on the dusty steps to a window just closed
He hangs silently by the door
no idea how he got there and no idea how to leave
All he can do is curl fingers, clench empty hand when it gets
the worst at night,
purely swirling dust with rough winds.
Stone columns of a bridge no one would cross
The haunting sound of silence on the pavement
Headlights project an eerie glow
unnatural attempts to go somewhere unintended
where did anyone think they were going?
A subtle summer rain
ran the ink of simple words
the only truth written in soft dismay
Who could possibly read the words written as the
wind swirled around street lamps
small muscles in his overused hand flexa cool summer breeze carries in nighttime's somber fmgers
as they threaten to blacken the only lights on a once familiar street
closed windows and doors
empty bottles and guitar strings
Last rites underneath the gentle chords of an unfinished song
Notes softening, fading as he turns to the window.
In the indifferent rush of this modern make-believe
no one could see the beautifully broken way he tried to hold
up his battered newspaper against the faint storm
with a rough and bruised
hand that rested on another knee on summer nights of light breeze and rain.

Opus
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Dot-Dot-Dash
Lauren SooHoo

When my Yeah Yeah first met me, he congratulated my mom in his whispered English that smelled
like oolong tea and dried, salted plums. "A very beautiful baby. Healthy, heavy. Very strong eyebrows. Too bad she's not a boy."
Today I wonder a little bit if maybe my wise, old Yeah Yeah was right. If maybe, maybe if I were a
boy, I'd look forward to the long, scratchy scar I'll have, running like a quarterback from collar
bone to rib cage. Maybe the dot-dot-dash, dot-dot-dash would be appealing, a proud relic from
battle, a medallion of courage about which I'd tell tales- the true and the false types. I'd wear it
like cuff links, I'd pet it like a faithful hound, I'd reveal it in times of heightened pride, inquiry, and
intoxication.
And if I were a boy, maybe I'd be more brave. Like when I was in the eighth grade, I would have
socked Jimmy Muggs down into the bus aisle and spit on him for making fun of my sister for her
lack of hair. He didn't know. He didn't know. He didn't know she had leukemia. Or maybe, maybe
that boy just didn't care.
But no no, no no. I'm not looking forward to acquiring this new dot-dot-dash, this everlasting
zipper--- zip zip zipping up and down my heart. No, no: I'll long for my so faintly immodest
v-necks and a pretty swim suit to wear on the Cape. I'll stare in the mirror and sob. I'll graze it
with my pinky finger and quickly pull my hand away, like touching an earthworm that is so direly,
so grotesquely fascinating but which you can't bear to host in your palm. I'll dread the inevitable
questions.
Like when I failed that class last semester. Like those questions, those imaginary questions I dodge
and dart to escape, maneuvering between changing the subject and pretending not to hear the
silent questions from classmates who, in real life, probably never noticed. But anyways, I'm retaking it. It counts. They don't know the whole story. Like Mom told me between my suffocated sobs
- heartbroken, over this class. They don't know.
"No no, no no, love: your scar won't be ugly." My boyfriend always has the right words, the ones
I'm always trying to sift around for, lost in the bottom of a box brimming with things I've meant
to put into order. "It just means you had something difficult to deal with." Maybe it means you
were really scared. "And you dealt with it." And you kept going.
My sloshing heart, my sloppy valve, tick-ticking, I'll fix it, I'll follow it. With a straight gaze, my
chin up, lips quivering, tears dripping, I will.
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At the corner of Elmwood and West Main,
behind Quality Marbets, on a Tuesday afternoon
Laura Lonsl:?i
Here lies
an impossibly tiny pink shoe,
just one,
as though its mate has jumped ship
to spend the day shopping
upon the foot of an anorexic melanoma princess,
who will limp on permanently arched feet
until a suitable replacement is found.
There are sheets of Business Day
embracing the pavement
like a pair of lovers at the departure gate;
near the curb, in green and gold,
scales of broken glass
shimmy in sunlight.
Pearls of pastel-colored chewing gum
polka-dot the pavement
beside blue plastic cups
crushed into starfish and
a styrofoam plate that will be pecked at
by a seagull forty-seven miles away,
becoming bedfellow
of teabags, dirty diapers,
and a tangled fiftieth-birthday balloon.
Here, a rainbow swims
caught in tar,
borne here by the leaky wombs
of the Tempos, Accords, and Prisms past.
Two-handled jellyfish
burble in the wind, tattooed
with their thanks, again and again,
in this asphalt ocean.
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"Don't Ever Fall in Love with an Artist"
Kim Perrella

she muses aloud.
Bitter wistfulness squats
in the corner of her eyes
where tears would sit
briefly
before rolling down her soft,
now slightly wrinkled cheek,
chasing mascara to her quiet
but stubborn chin.
Her face is stern
but slightly stained from tears
wiped away not long ago.
She's loved them all; painters, musicians,
writers;
artists
of all inclinations.
She has a fatal attraction to talent.
"They love you passionately,
for a while, then go off,
chasing after their 'Muse"' she tells me
with the ease of disdain and a little too much liquor;
neon bar lights spit
on her over-dried, bleach-blonde hair,
red-lighting flyaways and split ends.

"I' m sorry. ,
I draw a quiet sip of my beer.
"I know how you feel."

And I do. I've done my share ofloving the lovelessbut I have also been the loveless loved.
I understand her desire for stability and affection
and also her lovers' need for creative force, stimulation,
change.
I have not yet leapt off
into the "artist's madness,"
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that terrible dark of the "creative unknown,"
but neither can I walk willingly
among the throes of business people and those
who believe in money
and chase after dreams they never had on their own.
She heaves a sigh, then promptly chases it
with another shot of vodkaher fifth, maybe?
She turns to look at me.
"Actors dance off with a new lead
and poets purge you in a volume or two of verse,"
She swallows her words down with another shot.
I nod silently, hoping the traces of a melancholy smile
is concealed
behind the solemnity of my beer
and the careful glint of sympathy in my eyes
alongside reflections from the bar lights.
I pull another sip,
and watch n~ Muse,
the first Muse, or maybe the last one,
dance on her eyelids
making them droop with drink. All the while, she's tempting me
to delve into the woman's pain and sorrow,
invites me to laugh as she mocks the woman,
and myself,
with her smile and the devilish glare in her eye
as she tips me a wink
and motions me to another drink.
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Lana Mullen

Lana Mullen
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Lana Mullen

Anthony Nicaj
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Somewhere I Am Dreaming
Elena M Kurz

Her father has died.
She is sitting at the kitchen table in a black dress with[uffy sleeves and little black bows.
She is 7 years old. They just came home from the funeral an soon guests will be arriving at their
home to offer apologies. She doesn't understand why they apologize; it's not their fault. Her
mother says it isn't anyone's fault, but she wonders if he hadn't had a daughter would it have made
a difference.
"Katie," her mother calls, "Sweetheart take the food out to the table, okay? People are going to be here soon."
She stands up and her dress falls silkily down to just below her stockinged knees. She
labors underneath the gipantic china platters of cheese and crackers, breads and dips. Her little
sister can't help her; slie s only 5, but she watches. Her big brown eyes are wide open and they
follow Katie across the room.
She takes Jane's hand and leads her through the hall into the living room. They sit on the
couch and she crawls into Katie's lap, like she used to do with their father. Katie strokes her head,
and the room fills with guests, the air used up with apologies.
Time passes slowl_x through the stuffy air and Jane's head lolls against Katie's chest, her
head rolling oack and forth with ner sister's breaths. Guests begin to trickle out and she can catch
glimrses ofher mother in between the black suited bodies. Her hair is pulled back severely into a
Eiun that sits against the nape of her neck, but small strands escape and swirl around her pearl earrings.
Finally, she closes the door.
Making her way back to the kitchen she pauses in the door frame. Katie thinks she might
laugh, the corners of lier mother's mouth twitch, but instead she firms her grip on the edge oT the
doorway.
"PI ease put your SIS
. t er t o b e d"
, sh e says

WI'thou t

ceremony. "It's 1at e. "

Katie nods and waits for her mother to come and help wake Jane, but she continues into
the kitchen, propelling herself from the doorway like she can't quite make it on her own. Katie tries to shift Jane's weight off of her but as small as she is she weighs to much and try as Katie
might she can't wake her.
Katie squirms and wriggles furiously to escape from underneath her, but she is just burying
herself further into the couch. Her mother just walks back and forth across Katie's vision; empty
handed going to the left and then back to the right, her arms piled high with dishes. The scene
plays over and over, a little scratch in their DVD so they can't ever get to the next one. Or get
back the moment just before the skip.
Eventually Katie just gives up and lets her sister's weight crush her down into the cool caverns of the couch. It's not really late, she wants to call out to her mother, because the sun is still
shining and they haven't eaten dinner.
"Why isn't she in bed?"
Katie rolls her eyes as far back as she can so that she is almost looking through the top of
her skull. It makes the room shift and roll but she can make out her mother finally still in tlie
middle of the door frame.
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"The sun's still out."
"What?"
"And we haven't eaten dinner and she's too heavy."
Her mother just stares at her. "Too heavy," she whispers. She begins to walk up the stairs
to her bedroom, one hand pressed against her right temple.
"Mom!"
She pauses between two steps, pivoting to look back at Katie. Her lower lip trembles.
The living room is growing dark with evening, no one ever turned on the lights. Moonlight sifts through the white curtams pulled haphazardly over the window, pooling onto the couch.
The dark creeps forward, slipping silently towards them.
Butter is spitting in the frying pan and the microwave whirrs popping the bacon fat so it
will crunch between tlieir teeth. Katie opens one eye to a thin slit in her face; feeling out the idea
of light and morning.
"What're you making?" She calls out into the depths of the kitchen.
Her legs are asleep from her sister, who at that moment bounces into the room. She
hadn't realized she was gone; she hadn't felt any lighter.
"She's making omelets and bacon." Jane announces, the ring master of her own personal circus, proceeding to skip back into the kitchen.
Katie wanders in, shaky from her pins and needle legs. Her mother's eyes are puffed up
and her hair is disheveled and greasy.
"On the table."
Katie swings her legs and arms in a dramatic fashion, large awkward arcs around, andredirects her course to the kitchen table, where Jane is already perched on her knees hovering over
her plate in eager anticipation of breakfast.
Two brown lumps of egg and cheese are plunked in front of them. In a feat of culinary
mastery the cheese manages to be wet and runny while the eggs retain a burnt smell. Lying delicately next to this are three strips of bacon set in a row. Katie scrapes off a black flake from the
one nearest the edge of her plate.
She looks across at Jane who is mushing her fingers into the heart of her omelet, crunching
the charred bacon down into its depths.
"Mom," she starts to say, pushing the plate away from her with a grimace. But that's as far
as she gets.
.
Her mother is already gone. The TV begins to play in the other room, hollow laughter
from some track tape pushes into her skull. Katie peers around the door frame into the Tiving
room. Her mother is vacuuming the carpet, the exact center of the room. She just stands there
passing the vacuum back and forth, rooted to the ground, locked to the motion.
Katie imagines the vacuum is a man, tall and handsome, with jet black shiny hair and a rich
moustache. He is waltzing with her mother. Around and around, turning ballerinas in the center
of Jane's little jewelry box.
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Back and forth, back and forth, sucking the years back out of the carpet.
Katie sits on the living room floor with Jane. They've formed their own sort of assembly
line. Jane is pulling the headS off of her Barbie Dolls; Katie is putting them back together.
The fix- it champ.
The doorbell rings and Katie glances up from the squash necked Barbie. Her head
jammed back onto her neck, chin touching slender shoulders.
Her mother opens the door just a crack, placing her body in it.
"Yes?" She asks.
The man on the other side of the door mumbles something about how he is 'oh so very
sorry' and some insurance company. Her mother looks back towards the Barbie massacre and
then slips through the crack. Slie closes the door softly behind her.
The sound of a door slamming open ricochets through the house. It can't be right, this
slamming door, her mother only left a moment ago. But Katie is sitting in her bed, ana that's not
right eitlier.
She creeps downstairs, slowly like a funeral procession. She can hear her mother speaking
before she can see her. Her voice is coming out in nigh pitched breathy gasps. Katie can't quite
make out what she's saying.
Voices coming over intercoms echo up the stairway.
Coming around the corner into the living room it feels like she has run into an invisible
wall. The scene before her stops her.
Men in uniforms crowd around with their equipment and emergency li~hts are flashin~
through the window. Srinning patterns, in red and blue, swoop and dip. Katie s eyes fall over-her
mother, her bent body shaking, some paramedic standing next to her, ineffectual words sucking
out the air. Wires and tubes, machines and bags direct her vision to soft black hair lying on the
carpet.
Large brown eyes appear by Katie's left hand, small fingers slipping into hers.
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Watering Weeds
Danielle Landini

As a child, I prowled through tiger lilies,
Picked crocuses and twirled them on my palm
As pretty ladies dancing,
And wore braided ribwort 'round my neck.
My grandmother gave me a dandelion clock
And said, "Wave and make a wish."
Fistfuls in hand, I'd spin in circles
Scattering seeds all over the yard.
Dad was furious.
I tried to grow things in gardens.
Mom bought me seeds of every flower under the sun.
I planted, watered, tried to care for them, and
A few sprouted, pathetic shoots just barely poking out of the dirt.
But it ended when I met my creeping charlie,
A thick stem and leaves so heavy I used them as fans.
I gorged him with water, and he grew taller than me,
His roots choking everything else in the neat little rows
Mom had made.

The violets died. The snapdragons never had a chance.
My parents soothed me- "We'll try again next summer. Earlier,
Next time." Of course, I knew I wouldn't plant flowers again.
I left the garden to itself for months, and
It grew properly. The wooden bench became creaky, the paint flaked.
Grass poked through the pebbled path Mom set down,
Planters cracked, and through the splinters snaked tendrils of green.
Ivy covered the wall, and creeping charlie towered over me.
He even survived snow.
Dad eventually discovered it, and soaked the entire place in RoundUp,
Went through with the weed whacker and a garbage bag.
Mom checked my legs for ticks. I sometimes wonder
If my grandmother told tl1em where I was.
Her window was just above the garden; she may have seen.
I met a little girl a few months ago- she was playing in the weeds
Growing along the edges of a playground.
I gave her a dandelion clock and told her,
"Wave and make a wish."
Opus
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Biloxi
Laura Lonsl:?i
here is the church

gap-toothed arches swathed in plywood
here is the steeple

cocked jaunty in the wind
open the doors

not swept off their hinges
but where are all the people?

some giant has been at play
leaving this land unattended now.
here, in a doll's hotel,
beds remain arranged just so, lamps tipped
askew.
most of the pillows
are still there, fluffed
as if they eagerly await new sleep.
above them,
cotton candy strips of insulation dangle
alongside chunks of riling tile,
striped with the cherry-colored
laces of electrical wire,
connected still to their fixtures.
curious fingers
have peeled away walls, poked
through concrete and stripped steel, uprooted
shiny aluminum trailers, rearranged
roofs and impishly
scattered sailboats upon land.
clumsy feet have crushed
bungalows in their '''ake
and danced on the boardwalk.
someone has left the scatters of confetti in the streetstatters of brilliant blue tarps,
glimmers of glass and strips
of shingles upon the sand.
they've casually draped sheets in the palms
to sway beside the swimming pool,
mischievously choked with rusted
box springs and abruptly
tumbled bricks.
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Litany of Calamity
Kelly Hendricl:?en

The grimy couches are a regurgitated hell,
Smoke rattling all of our lungs like
The insides of suits of armor.
Holding it all in;
The ghosts lounge in our veins,
Attaching themselves to hemoglobin.
I fold into myself,
Blending in with the nearest surface,
Dripping primer tears.
I am lucky,
I am fortunate.
I chuckle to myself.
"The root of the problem,"
Well this root is a busted pipeline
Spewing hurt across the horizon line.
I am scared.
All this talk of abuse,
My skin crawls off the bones.
It is slithering away,
Downtown to the red lights.
It's a dancer and a broken dream.

I am lucky,
I am fortunate.
I chuckle to myself.
We are all just a litany of calamity;
Wrecks, drunks and addicts.
I seek to be the smallest object of affection.
All the snippets from conversation,
Well it bends me in all directions.
Selfishness is the third parent.
The way he pleads,
You could erect a city in his Name.
"Don't desert me and heal these scars."
I am luc;ky,
I am fortunate.
I am holding the flaws of adults on my shoulders.
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Aluminum Weave
Dane Leach

When his parents had been called in for a conference with the principal of his elementary
school for his art project (the angel he had twisted out of wire and had hung with a noose of aluminum was not going to be displayed in the art fair, and were there any things going on at home that
the principal should be aware of?) his sister had been the one to stay \vith him in his room, while
his parents debated counseling. She had just listened to him talk, hadn't said anything when he told
her that sometimes he'd pick up the water sprayer mom used to water the plants, hold it to his chin,
squeeze the handle and pretend it was blood flowing down his neck onto his shirt. She had held
him and he had cried, a change from the stony face and the "no" he presented to his parents a half
hour later, when they asked if he wanted to talk to someone, if there was anything he wanted to talk
about.
They had let him slide that time, but after they got a call from the hospital saying that their
son had overdosed on caffeine tabs, yes he's fine, 2,000 milligrams, yes he is fine, but we need you
to come over, that changed. The hospital had kept him overnight, not to make sure he was healthy
but because they wanted someone with experience to see if he needed 'additional aid.' The psychiatrist who had come to his bedside (he always remembered that psychiatrist as old, because
everything seemed less bright the morning after, especially this old guy talking to him next to his
cot, windowed grey sky and grey fall trees behind him) had said he seemed fine, but his parents had
insisted that he talk to someone professional.
When he had gotten home and finally gotten to his room (again, parents talking downstairs)
his sister had walked in. No recriminations, just a simple "what was it like?" And he had described
it, and maybe that more than anything else made him feel better, made him stop wondering what
was going to happen now. (How would he describe it? It was like taking a carton of milk and pouring some of it into a pot of tea, watching the milk diffuse into the dark brown of the tea, making it
mushroom upwards into something whiter, brighter.) Forgot upcoming psychoanalysis with the telling of his story, "breathing was different, finally I called poison control, dialogue of'what if you've
taken 2,000 milligrams of caffeine' how old are you 'uh, fourteen' you need to get to a hospital 'uh,
do I have to?' you could die." His sister had laughed when he said he had tried to go to sleep so he
could sleep it off, and he did too "yeah, ten caffeine tabs and I'm trying to go to sleep". So when his
sister asked him why, he actually answered; "I could, I wanted to, why not?" instead of his usual "I
dunno."
His sister had always been kind of preppy and he had jabbed at her for it all the time (her
pink shoes were what started it all, the jabs anyway). It was playful, a "cheerleader" tacked onto a
sentence here and there. He really didn't mind though, she was always bright, cheerful, even when
he wasn't.
So when he walked into her room one night and saw that she had smashed a light bulb into
her face (tab of acid), his reaction was more than just surprise and horror, but confusion (this was
his sister, the happy one, preppy shoes and all). After he had helped her pluck out the chips of
frosted glass, had wiped her face clean with his shirt, and grabbed a bit of her face cream (he would
laugh about her makeup too-"Jesus Christ, quit worrying already, allright, cheerleader") in an attempt to sloppily dab her face back into normal, normal without any scratches, he sat \vith her on
the edge of the bed. When she seemed to be more normal, he asked her why (and couldn't help but
wonder at how weird it was that he would be asking her "why", instead of the other way around) she
dropped acid. She stared at him for a moment and then said "when it's sunny and the windows in
the front room are open, I can look at my shoes, stare at the pink that's bright enough that ifi stare
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The Sharp Edae ifTime Abby Meyer

long enough I can close my eyes and there's the imprint of bright green." He had no idea what to
say, but tried with "well, you know red and green are complementary colors, or opposites or whatever, right?" She didn't say anything after that, so he had just sat with her until she seemed normal
enough. He had gotten up to leave but then turned around and kissed her lips, and just held her face
to his for a second with his hand on the back of her head, palm light against her hair. Then he left.
He had gone for a walk after it had stopped raining, the wind blowing against the tree-lined
street. Every time the wind gusted the air would become a sandstorm of leaves and droplets, as if a
butterfly had taken the blast of a shotgun and had fluttered to the ground in parts, monarch-orange
leaves and grey rain drops floating down like dust off of a wing. Everything seemed almost hazier,
dreamier, despite the fact that the grey sky seemed brighter than most sunny days, and he had
walked for longer than he had expected he would, long enough that the nip of autumn chill fmally
took him out of his dreamy reverie.
He had gone for a walk because that's what he did, that or run, when he wasn't sure what he
should do, when he wasn't so happy, everything in that vein. It had replaced the asphyxiated wire
angels and experimentation of youth. Psychologists, gone. Wife, car, job; there. Cut classes and
failed high school, Poly Sci and degree. Sister? Gone. Gone in the way he had never imagined seeing
her gone, he had only ever imagined himself gone in gloomy reveries. And never like that, Tylenol
and booze, and suddenly he wasn't walking anymore, but sitting on the curb and crying, wishing
he had known how to comfort her, wishing he could have been there to ask "why?" in the way that
she would, that bright seriousness that had always made him feel better just because she asked, the
bright seriousness that would always make him answer her, as honest as he could.
So he had gotten the phone call and walked out, calm enough. Walked out concentrating on
the color of the leaves and the way fall was developing. But there it was;" ... she committed suicide".
Three words. One, really. Now here he was, and it was cold, the metal of the curb and the cool of
autumn. He looked up at the bright sky and remembered conversations on God, Heaven, he had
been an atheist, and she an agnostic, now he was agnostic and she was gone. He hoped there was a
Heaven, though. One where there was nothing but that bright seriousness. One where there was
no need to shake answers out of people. One where the angels weren't choked by looped wire and
bent dreams.
Opus
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Forgive Me My Jealousy, It's All I Know
Erin Kuntz

That could be me,
Laying half drunk under your cover,
After I was foolish enough to discover,
That my body takes longer than that to recover,
From the liquids we swallow just like any other.
That could be me,
Regretfully groping and feeling around,
In the half dark of dawn, in this small town,
For that which under my clothes you soon found,
When you saw the liquid, the pride swallowed down.
That could be me,
Laugh kiss get drunk like she said,
Leaning in, your shoulder's rest for my weary head,
Making out long before we've reached the bed,
At one time it must have been something you said.
That could be me,
When the wave of self-doubt does roll in,
I don't know what it is to be drunk and to sin,
But I know what it is to see the solipsist win,
And I've long given up finding something in him.
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Sweet Nothings
Alex Bob

In the mornings over breakfast, she spits orange juice directly at my eyes. Some mornings
there's pulp in it, others it's more fluid, less tactile, stinging my eyes full ofhealthyVitamin C.
When I'm at work she calls me on my cell phone. Sometimes it is about something mundane,
like reminding me to pick up her dry cleaning. Most of the time, she calls so she can let bleach
and hydrogen peroxide slide through the receiver, across satellite signals, across time and
space, until they seep like blood through my end, and corrode away the cartilage of my ear. We
eat dinner separately most evenings. Me with my T. V dinner going cold across my lap in bed
while she wines and dines business colleagues in our dining room. She comes in around ten
or so, and I lay there, hunched fetal, pretending to be asleep. On my side of the bed now, she
leans in so close to my ear that I can feel the warmth of the wine pouring out from inside of
her, leaving her mouth and baking the hairs on the nape of my neck. I can taste the fermented
grapes. Then, taking cue from Claudius in the garden, she tips the vial so pure hydrochloric
falls drip by precious drip, saturating my face and head, streaking down my neck and shoulders.
I pretend to be asleep, gritting my teeth through the pain as my skin is seared first degree ...
second ... third. Then, half-drunk she collapses beside me, leaving me only scarred enough so as
to start afresh over breakfast in the morning.
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Wing
Steven Shon

It's not that hard to make wings .
Here's the secret:
You take time.
You take time like a spiderweb, and you're the spider. You dance across its threads and gather it
and knot it and swallow it in a silver gulp. Back before the old wives' tales became the stories of
grandmothers, and daughters became mothers but not wives, it was a cure, a cure for what ailed
you. The time grants patience.
You need that for the next part.
That part is
To gather your materials. You need feathers and wax. You can get them any way you want, but my
way, my favorite way, was to coo to the birds and call them into your hand. They'd rustle in the
air, a feathered hand of God on the city rooftops with its fingers sprawled round the clock towers and poking out under bridges. I would stand on the sidewalk and coo to them, gentle, with a
hand outstretched and full of grain. If you stand there, and you wait long enough, they'll fly right
down and eat the seed out of your fingertips. They'll sit fat and plump and lazy and coo, a pudgy
sparrow or ripe pigeon or maybe a shiny obsidian starling aglow in cool purple and green on
black.
Then snip
You take a feather
And they fly away.
I liked the holding.
But then you take the wax,
and more time,
and you melt the wax until it's warm and sticky. You glue the feathers together with it, just
enough to keep them strong but loose enough to whisper in the wind. You add one to the next,
until you have a pair of wings. Then you strip yourself of your clothing,
Stand naked and newborn in the sunlit room.
Look at your eyes ice-blue in a shard of glass
And stab it into your shoulders
Hard and deep
You slice through skin and flesh and scream and bone and the blood pours down your
Shoulder blades in thick vicious knots
And take a dollop of wax
And seal the wings to the bones under the shoulder
Like you'd seal a kiss
Sealed with a kiss.
It's not
That
Hard
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To make wings.
But I did it.
The joy of it, oh, the secret silent joy. I danced through London fog at night, classic waltzes and
frenzied two-steps, or sometimes I'd swoop down in daylight with the sun spilling across the city.
I'd be a silver fish flashing through my underwater Atlantis, swooping diving soaring through arches
and balconies and windows. From above I'd watch the people I had walked among so many years
before, shuffling through the veins of the city with the weight of the world on their shoulders. I
would laugh, and flip myself upside-down in midair-they'd be upside-down, too, and the weight
would all fall off, at least in my head.
There were children.
Sometimes I would fly near their windows and look at them. Some were up against the tight snug
of their blankets and some trembled from imagined teeth lurking in the dark, but I would find them
all, and to all of them I would whisper dreams in their ear. They'd fly through midnight skies, above
the low murmur of a train whistle and the buzz of the streetlights, and never know I was there.
There was a man.
He was a shadow in the overhang of the bridge, a ninety-year-old man of a bridge sagging into its
arthritic arches with its rusty beard. The man had no beard; he was younger-perhaps twice-twenty and four, or forty-five, but as much a part of the bridge as it was of him. I found him, I saw him, I
swam through the sky underneath the overhang, and I was curious, to see what had brought the two
of them together like that. He was so still, leaning up inside the overhang, hiding in the small of the
bridge's back.
He was still.
I flew under, once or twice a month and then a week and then a day. He remained still, and so I
flew closer, and finally I landed not five feet away from him. He glanced at me sidelong, saying
nothing with his mouth but everything with his eyes. They said warmth, and friend, and his hand
said apple, which he handed to me and I took from his outstretched fingers. I bit into it and felt the
juice run summer-thick down my jaws. I felt the green waking of early tree sap and the cold snap of
new winter, sharp and crisp.
And so the next day I came back.
To see the man.
Again, and again,
And I grew to trust him, my friend under the bridge.
I was content.
And then he grabbed me.
He grabbed me and took my feathers, he took my wings. He grabbed me and twisted my arm 'round
my back and into my shoulder and hard-there was a lamp in his hands, when did he get that lamp
in his hands, white-hot glow and I was Icarus on flat land as I felt the wax of my wings melt and run
onto my back in thick writhing knots of pain. The smell of burned meat smoked from the wounds
where melted fat and scar and burn and blood twisted through the molten wax, and I bled and I
Screamed
And there was nothing I could do.
Nothing I could do, and he took me and shoved me and slammed the door on my crying fingers and
I felt the bars of my cage,
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Cold and ice and iron.
I couldn't fly.
He left.
He came back again in the evening, as the sun set and rusted the bridge thick mottled spit-tobacco
brown. The air was a gob of smog and sunder, a choking slice that gushed from the city factories. I
had flown above them, and they had been caramel-corn, but this man had worked inside them, and
they were the orangey-red of dried vomit.
He came home, and he rattled the bars of my cage, my world of iron and brown and sick.
He threw in an apple.
I tasted it and felt the cool and crisp and sharp. It was the slap of diamond winter, the one moment
at the start of the season before shit-brown stamped slush reigned in the streets.
The bastard.
He goes and comes back every day. Sometimes with an apple, sometimes not.
But I am always here.
Sometimes he talks, sometimes he grumbles and rumbles like a slow-boiling kettle on a gas stove.
Sometimes he goes to sleep, curled under a patched leather jacket, under the bridge where I first
met him.
I saw him.
I whispered to him in his sleep. I whispered dreams into his head.
Dreams of flying,
Of silver fish in an overturned world.
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The Second of April
Laura Morris

I walked outside
and the air was sweet and wet. The moon hung low,
fat and orange
and normally I would have called to tell you about it.
But not tonight.
Stepping across the grass,
tall and damp
I played our imaginary conversation in my head.
I would have told you to come outside, quick
before it disappears,
like when we watched the sun
sink to the other side of the world,
leaving the clouds stained pink with its memory.
But not tonight.
I would have told you to be still, wait
so you could hear what the dark
sounded like:
pregnant with the hum of insects
and the suggestion of wind in the trees.
But not tonight.
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The Ducl?s
Alex Egan

It must have been a Saturday.
It was the kind of weather that could only
happen on a Saturday
mid -afternoon
bright, blue, white.
I was too young to understand why
I crushed the crumbled crusts
of day-old bread
between my three-year-old fingers,
But in faded photographs I toss them to the black
and white faces
gathered at the edge of
the sand that filled
the small empty spaces between my toes.
I imagine them widening their flat orange mouths
making their strange noises
and flapping their eager wings
reflected off the water
shiny, green, white.
They beg to be fed,
and in the background
a pair of vaguely familiar
wrinkled blue eyes
shows me how.
Only a year later
I saw a pair of more familiar,
less wrinkled blue eyes
fill with tears for the first time.
I was too young to understand why
I crushed the white tissue
between my still-too-small fingers,
sliding my knees on the polished
wooden pew,
delivering them from my mother's black leather handbag
to my father's bearded cheeks.
Why there were never enough
to stop his grief from dripping down
like a clear silent stream
and forming stains on
the lapels of his black jacket.
Why he never let himself
cry in front of me again
after those vaguely familiar
eyes from the photographs
closed for good.
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Now sixteen years later
I can't remember what it was like
to feed the ducks
at that pond in Florida.
And I'll never know the life behind
those wrinkled blue eyes
caught in the background of
faded photographs
and stunted memory
bright, blue, white.

("You loved it,"my mother says.
"You loved him.")
But now any black
or white face
begging for scraps
reminds me of that first time
I learned how to give.
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it was as if...
Laura Morris

it was as if the sunlight was stitched
into your skin. asleep
on the blanket
you were unaware of the courageous
ant that had decided to climb
the mountain range of your toes.
a stray hair flew
out of your scalp; thank god
it's recyclable. a bird flew away
with it, probably for its nest.
that sparrow never knew your hair
was borne of a kind, warm body.
and your young skin sighed.

Lana Mullen
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Fear
Anthony Nicaj

Earth's geologic timeline,
Can be measured from the tip of the nose,
To the end of an extended armHuman existence is annihilated
By one swipe of the nail filer.
The weight of insignificanceCover the Earth with your thumb astronaut.
The beauty of ephemeralitySmash that Grecian Urn museum-goer.
Somewhere,
A microorganism squirms
To the rhythm of the universe
And thanks God for its suspension.

Urban Descent
Oliver Riley

I bought a star today
It had been stolen from the sky
And I decided my home would be a good home
For something beautiful and pure
I planted it beside the place where I buried god
My garden is quiet and overgrown like forgotten love letters
And it glows with a faint buzz that reminds me of power lines in the desert
It is a memento for those of us left behind
Those left where the floors shake as progress roars by
Those left where weeds have an unearthly beauty
because they are neither brown nor gray
those of us left where the devil blossoms bloom at night
Pale white petals spread open like legs
Timidly shuddering as a helicopter whumps overhead
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post
Alex Bab

Narcissistic violent self loathing,
Apathetic digital age twenty years old,
Pothead alcoholic lazy self indulgent,
In love with every moment of,
New millennium existence,
TiVo, ipod reality TV,
School shooting sexual release,
Masturbate Fox News fantasies,
Of war hawks getting off to the erotic sounds

w
M
D

Less value on contact,
CLICK HERETOVERIFYYOUAREAT LEAST 18YEARS OF AGE
Latex, no-tex, pull out and get dressed,
Fuck me fuck me fuck me
Digital love, self-love, and none of it enough,
Lennon said we'd be fine,
John, come on now,
You can't buy 'real' love for $19.95 a month,
Mastercard and Visa only.
If you act now you will receive all this and more,
Swollen stomach appellation,
And an endless supply of boredom,
Pubis shaven, hands washed
Family dinner squeezed between,
A child's nightly beatings,
Terror talk capital,
Money from the use of fear,
Nice tie, fake smile,
We now interrupt your regularly scheduled programming,
For your weekly dose of bullshit,
Smile acceptance sheep and herd,
You-tube window on the world,
Cannabis induced melancholia,
Drunken toasts in broken homes,
Diaspora of the American Dream,
And all is born of September.
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wind tunnel
Jillion Capewell

clutch of fingers on a wooden doorway,
the chest's regular rise and fall
shaken out by the blow of a
thousand birthday cakes extinguished
seventeen million moths flapping
dewy wings all at once:
the force that pushes across the earth, over seas,
seizes every exhalation in the midst of winter.
you dropped one scarlet mitten,
once knit tight with garish string
[half a pair of woolen hearts,
that when held,
protect against cold and heat the sweeping breeze; a lover's touch.]
bare palms pressed close to the entrance
you feel the rush of ice-river lungs,
of the outside replacing in .
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The Lemon Trees
Alex Egan

It was the first step away from her. I hadn't seen it coming, and I could tell by the way
she looked at me that she hadn't either. She looked as if she had already said her goodbyes,
like I had said them for her, before she had even arrived. I knew my words were coming out
wrong, that everything was wrong. I could hear them as they fell out of my mouth and onto
the table between us, but they hit a wall somewhere before they could reach her ears. I felt
my unfair impatience rising in the blood in my cheeks as she sat silently, waiting for the explanation that I couldn't find a way to explain. I stared past her at the expensive dining room of
the Florence hotel with its overdone red plush and glaring gold dripping from the plaster ceiling. It was all wrong. The sweetness of the expensive pastry I had forced myself to eat soured
in the back of my throat as I continued to speak words not worth speaking, words that were
only making things worse- something about "having a new life in this new place" and that
"maybe she couldn't understand."
But when hadn't she understood? asked her confused eyes. I tried to tell her that she
always had, better than anyone, and that maybe she still did with her own two college years in
London still resounding at the edges of her dreams. But this was my time and she was suddenly here, taking it away from me. She was in this place that I had claimed as my own, a
place that she had never known and was now trying to be part of. It was something I should
have wanted, after missing her for two months, something I had wanted, but I couldn't help
the resentment simmering under my skin at what I unreasonably felt to be an intrusion. I was
appalled at my own jealousy, like I could own this place, like it could ever be mine. But it felt
like it had been a long time since I had been able to call a place my own. And this city, with its
pale yellow walls, the wise silent river, the majestic architecture, the quick language, and its
overwhelming beauty had so quickly captured my empty heart that I became a jealous lover,
possessive of its love, wanting it only for myself.
"It's not you," I said hopelessly, "I swear it's me. I don't even really understand it myself. I just don't think I was ready for this ..."
I saw the corners of her eyes start to wilt as my distorted explanation began to set
in. She was starting to understand what a moment like this could mean- the first that maybe
she didn't know me better than I hoped to someday know myself, still holding in her mind the
time before I knew my own existence. It was such a strange step from the once inescapable
connection- an umbilical cord stretching over twenty years, suddenly snapping in the shift
of time zone. I couldn't tell if I was moving forward, but it was still away, and she could only
hold her hands open as if she could feel their sudden emptiness.
I thought of the first day she was here, when my camera broke an hour after arriving
in Rome. As the tears of frustration threatened to erupt, she tried to comfort me, wrapping
her smothering arms around my body as it shook with anger, but I couldn't bear her touch. I
did everything I could not to push her away from me, trying to slip gently from her loving
grip. She attempted to hide it, but I knew she was hurt. She was a mother, my mother, and
since when was she not allowed to comfort me, to protect me from the inescapable sorrows
of the world? But what I had started to realize in the two short months of this new world
was that she couldn't protect me anymore, that for once I needed to do it myself.
As her coffee began to get cold and my poorly chosen words stopped making sense, I
finally gave up and fell silent.
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All she could say was, "Did you not want me here?"
And I knew I had broken the one heart that had needed me more than its own beat. I
owed her my life, and now I was keeping it from her. But something inside of me had broken
open, and for once she couldn't contain me or save me from myself. I felt threatened, enclosed
by her large loving eyes, the brown splotches bleeding into the green like I had put them there,
marring their hopeless adoration and placing in them the current confusion and subtle rejection
she didn't fully feel yet. I had tasted the sweet sweat of freedom so fully and unexpectedly; I
hadn't known how I lusted for it. And as her warm limbs surrounded me, trying to protect me
from a life she could never know, I felt it slowly slipping from me. My possessiveness erupted
from my helpless mouth in ungrateful criticisms, nearly pushing her away from me with my jealous hands. I heard myself from the inside, a brutal selfish child, wanting to stop the hate I was
spilling all over her love, but my lips were too fast for my sensibility.
I hated to leave her that last day. As she rose to hug me goodbye, I wondered if she had
understood. She tried to keep it from me, but I knew the hurt I had caused. I felt it in her
resigned embrace, in her softened voice, and of course in those bottomless eyes. It was deeper
than she or I could possible realize in that moment, but I knew that I had turned everything bitter with my unforgiving thoughts-the winding Tuscan roads, the long cool afternoons, the week
that should have been spent together instead of so far apart. Like the lemon trees she so loved
outside of our window, so deceptive in their bright coats, hanging fat and innocent on their still
branches, hiding the deep bitterness within.

Lana Mullen
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Almost There
James Merenda

I am driving West on I86
listening to David Bowie-

Life on Mars?
on repeat,
casting glances to where
I've engraved the words
Almost There

atTen and Two
on my steering wheel,
the destination:

Away.
I breathe the neon gas
of road signs, looking for one
that might tell how far until
Someplace With Something Worth Seeing.
I contemplate interstellar portraits of
all the lights dying;
What must the Moon have thought when
the Northeastern United States turned off?
I spend the highway reprogramming a heartbeat
to match the protest songs of a generation,
manipulate my voice into radio waves,
aim it at satellites to converse with the planet,
if you're out there,
please,
triangulate my coordinates and tell me where I'm going:
Yesterday will always be
not quite as good as it could have been.
Tomorrow will never be anything but possibility.
Remind me what it's like
to wake up in a city that forgot you were there,
tell me again about the open road
while I'm stuck overnight in Grand Central
reading Ferlinghetti,
make antagonism tangible so I can have a 'this place'
to want to get myself out of,
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write me the equation
for the medicinal effect of avoidance,
carve my spine out of ball bearings
so I may occasionally slide from my skin,
compress me into aerosol cans
so I can mingle at dinner parties in the troposphere,
whisper me the words to every
soldier poem,
Dear John letter,
suicide note,
grocery list,
and religious text.
Teach me the phonetics of humming piano keys
in a forgotten language.
Call me between the hours of 2 and 3 AM,
leave a message after the beep;
I'm no longer questioning
the presence of life elsewhere.
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Exquisite Solitude Rebecca Shafer
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